
Coordinate Geometry from a Dimensional Viewpoint

. What do coordinates and equations describe in different spaces? The following table can
be used to organize our thoughts. Why is there no column for 0 dimensions?

Numberlof One Two Three
Dimensirns

P(-4)

P(-2,3)

P{-4, -2,13)

x=5 I

2x + 3y = 6

3X-2Y+4~=12
I -

Notice that a point in one dimension becomes a line in two dimensions and then a plane in
e ..three dim nSlens. The chart indicates methods for describing a point and a plane in three

dimensions. rat kind of equation would describe a line in three dimensions? Since the
equations for lines in two dimensions become planes in three dimensions, it takes a new
kind of equation. In three-dimensional space, the vector equation describes a line by
giving a point on the line and a direction vector for locating other points.
~ _. \.

Example: (x. y, z) = (3,2, -5) + t(-2, 4, 6)

This equation describes a line that passes through the point (3, 2, -5) and locates other
points on the line by the direction vector (-2, 4, 6). When t is replaced by real numbers, all
the points on the line are generated. However, it is only necessary to locate two points to
draw the line. Start at (3, 2, -5) and go 2 backward, 4 to the right, and 6 upward to locate
another point. Could another direction vector have been used?



Coordinate systems allow the description of sets of points with equations and inequalities Is

there a need for I coordinate system when dealing with 0 dimensions? The answer is no because no

motion is POSSiblj in 0 dimensions. Translate that point through space and a line is formed. That one

dimension requires one coordinate to locate all other points in relation to one point called the origin.
I

Repeat the process and translate the line through space and two coordinates are needed to locate

points. This is1familiar xy-plane. Those two dimensions require two coordinates to locate all

other points in relation to one point called the origin. Again translate the coordinate plane through

space and the three dimensions require three coordinates to locate points. An equation or inequality

. describes different sets of points depending upon its coordinate environment or the number of

Tradition dictates that in the xy-plane, the x-axis is positive to the right and negative to the

dimensions in the space.

left. while the y-axis is positive upward and negative downward.· Of course, it would make sense to

add the z-axis perpendicular to the x- and y- axes in these positions, but, by tradition, the whole

. . h I I hr di ional h .. . . d h fr d .orientation c anges. n t ee- imension space, t e x-axis ISPOSItIvetowar t e ont an negative

toward the back, the y-axis is positive to the right and negative to the left, and the new z-axis is

positive upward and negative downward.
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